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Who Is MarsMasters?
•

MarsMasters is a knowledge-based company in the field of cryptocurrencies
that has been operating since 2019. It implements and manages a set of
special products and services in the field of cryptocurrency.

•

It is an ideal Web 3.0 software solutions company that aims to assist both
companies and individuals improve the industry performance of their projects
by providing a full array of features and services that set them apart from the
competition.

•

MarsMasters has a fully registered cryptocurrency license and has over 4000
members that benefit from 24/7 global live support.

•

Our company are located in the United Arab Emirates, Turkey, and Estonia.
Our professional team is working and focusing on blockchain.

•

One of our key goals is to assist people working in the decentralized finance
field and to help develop the industry's worldwide adoption and usage. To that
purpose, we provide specific advantages to blockchain investors and
businesses.
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Why We Are More Effective Than Defi?
Convenience

24/7 Support

MarsMasters could ensure simple and effective
access to financial services for every individual.
All users can use our various services and different
packages in the most convenient way possible.

Users can take advantage of our 24/7 and real-time
support if they encounter problems and find
answers to their questions. We also have an email
on the website to keep in touch with our users.

Low Risk of
Decentralized Platform

No Crypto Knowledge
Needed

Decentralized networks tend to be open-source
projects, which means anyone can build apps,
products, and services on top of them. That
expands opportunities for network growth. Under
closed systems, developers are limited to what a
central organization dictates what can be built or
develop.

The world of DeFi is great, but for those who are
not familiar with the crypto world, it is a big
concern. Since our vision is to expand the use of
cryptocurrencies, there is no need to have crypto
information to utilize MarsMasters services.
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Why Choose Us

Various services
and products

24-hour global
live support

Virtually no
geographic
limitations

Ease and
comfort to use

No Crypto
Knowledge
Needed
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Our Partners In Staking
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Staking Platform
These Coins Are Accessible On Our Platform, And Anyone Can Stake Through Their Considered Coins:

CRYPTO

Bitcoin
(BTC)

Ethereum
(ETH)

STABLE COIN

Tezos
(XTZ)

Tether
(USDT)

Binance USD
(BUSD)

MarsMasters Pool offers a variety of staking packages that you can choose from. The duration of these staking
packages are staring from 30 days, and to withdraw your profit, depending on the type of staking package that
you choose, it may take a month, or you have to wait for your staking package duration to end.
Please take note that each staking package specifies the minimum and maximum tokens for you the stake.
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Certificate & Award

• MarsMasters has started since 2019,
and MarsMasters staking started its
activity in 2020.
• Our offices are located in the United
Arab Emirates, Turkey, and Estonia.
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MarsMasters in Crypto Expo
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News Coverage
The Sites That Support And Cover Us, Are As Follows:
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/mars-masters-aims-become-face181700515.html

https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/how-mars-masters-aims-tobecome-the-new-face-of-web-30-software-solutions-2022-1005?mod=search_headline

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/how-mars-masters-aims-tobecome-the-new-face-of-web-3-0-software-solutions-301641747.html

https://www.signalhire.com/companies/marsmasters

https://www.trustprofile.com/webshop/marsmasters-com_4009507
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FAQ
1) What is Staking?

3) In which countries does MarsMasters have an office?

In the cryptocurrency world, staking refers to “locking up” a digital
asset by “staking” it, agreeing to hold it in a wallet on its respective
blockchain network. By agreeing to stake some or all of your
holdings you are helping to ensure the blockchain the assets are
staked on, operates correctly and securely. In exchange for
helping to secure a blockchain network, participants who stake
their coins, receive a share in the block reward in the form of
newly minted coins.

MarsMasters company are located in the United Arab Emirates,
Turkey, and Estonia.

2) Why staking pool?

These risks include:

Compared to solo staking, a staking pool will give smaller rewards
because each successful block forging (validation) will split the
rewards among the many participants of the pool. In addition,
most pools will charge fees, which will reduce the final payout. On
the other hand, staking pools provide more predictable and
frequent staking rewards. Other than that, they allow stakeholders
to make a passive income without having to worry about the
technical implementation and maintenance of setting up and
running a validating node.

Incurring great losses

4) What are the risks of staking?
Staking cryptocurrencies refers to, literally, locking your holdings
of a certain cryptocurrency to support the blockchain. Indeed,
staking is profitable. But it is not so without its risks.

Being subjected to scams and theft
Significant expenses
Delayed rewards
Validator Risk
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The Value
Keeps On Increasing
With MarsMasters

THANK YOU

